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- Omega-3 fatty acids and health: a complex relation requiring more research
- New evidence: there is no such thing as "normal" breastmilk composition
- Sunshine and health: likely more than vitamin D
- Independent studies find no negative impact of dairy intake on body fat in teens

Omega-3 fatty acids and health: a complex relation requiring more research

Combined results from 3 independently conducted studies reveal no real surprise to nutrition experts: the relation between omega-3 intake and health is complex!


New evidence: there is no such thing as "normal" breastmilk composition

International collaboration finds wide variation in complex sugar profiles in milk produced by healthy breastfeeding women living in 8 countries spanning Africa, Europe, North America, and South America, which begs the question as to whether differences are due to nature, nurture, or both.


Sunshine and health: likely more than vitamin D

Getting enough sunshine is important for making enough vitamin D. This article, however, suggests that there may be benefits above and beyond vitamin D synthesis when it comes to safe sun exposure.
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Editor’s Picks

Childhood obesity rates, including those for teens, are considered an important public health concern. Indeed, the prevalence of childhood obesity in the United States is currently about 17%, which equates to nearly 13 million children and adolescents. Rates are even higher for Hispanic (22%) and non-Hispanic black (20%) children. As such, finding ways to curb unhealthy weight gain in children and teens represents an important area of research. Although some studies have suggested that higher dairy consumption may be associated with excessive weight gain in kids and teens, findings from these newly published controlled intervention trials don't. In fact, they support the long-held, health-promoting nature of dairy.

Independent studies find no negative impact of dairy intake on body fat in teens

Findings from 2 newly published controlled intervention studies support the healthful nature of dairy foods during adolescence without adding to current obesity concerns.
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